
THESIS WRITING SKILLS

As you get further along in your writing, you will start to think about its quality and whether there is anything you can do
to improve this. No thesis is ever perfect.

Our eBooks are ideal for students at all stages of education, school, college and university. How to Achieve
Academic Success If you have had difficulties with writing clearly, correctly or in an effective formal style
prior to beginning your thesis, you will definitely want to be proactive in improving your skills. If the
difficulties you are facing lie not in the practicalities of writing clear and correct prose but in the subtleties of
formulating and developing a sound scholarly argument or providing detailed descriptions or analyses of your
research, a slightly different approach will be needed. Being realistic as to what to expect from your writing
will avoid wasting time through worrying rather than getting on with your thesis. However, their academic
reputation is bound up in the results of the students that they supervise so they have a vested interest in helping
you to get the best possible marks. This will make the tone of your essay stronger. Using big words just to
sound smart often results in the opposite effectâ€”it is easy to detect when someone is overcompensating in
their writing. Only an extremely unusual student will have written a lengthy text based on a large research
project, presented the findings in painstaking detail and developed and sustained a sophisticated scholarly
argument over hundreds of pages. Don't let your next essay be one of those. It is important that you make
yourself familiar with these and the best way to do this is through reading theses, articles, and other texts.
Academics tend to take a highly personal approach to supervision. It is important to remember in the early
stages of your writing that you are working on a draft, not the finished thesis. If it looks odd, check the
original source. If your university has a writing centre, that is an excellent place to seek help. Grammar basics
include verb and subject agreement, proper article and pronoun usage, and well-formed sentence structures. If
your first language is not English, this is going to be a problem because your English will almost certainly not
be up to the task. Formatting and Templates If your university has a required format for a dissertation, and
particularly if they supply a template, then use it! This will save you typing out all the names, and can also be
used, with minor tweaks, for other formats. Think About Your Readers' Needs Your aim should be to make
your text as clear as possible â€” to present your ideas clearly and concisely and to avoid ambiguity or
redundancy. An academic essay should provide a solid, debatable thesis that is then supported by relevant
evidenceâ€”whether that be from other sources or from one's own research. Having reviewed a draft, will they
send you comments by email, or would they prefer to meet to discuss it? Unfortunately, most thesis
supervisors or dissertation mentors will have neither the time nor the inclination to help advanced students
resolve practical problems with their writing, and such tutoring is not really part of their jobs in any case.
Using obscure language can also take away from the clarity of your argumentâ€”you should consider this
before you pull out that thesaurus to change that perfectly good word to something completely different.
Students can usually receive assistance with correcting and improving their prose before they submit chapters
to their supervisors and other committee members, ensuring that their ideas, procedures and analyses are
presented as clearly as possible to those who will be assessing their work. Finally, in academic essay writing,
voice is important. How much time do they need to review drafts of work? At Proof-Reading-Service. Fresh
eyes are likely to spot errors much more effectively than those who already know what it should say. It is
easier to do this as you go along. Your conclusion is what ties all your research together to prove your thesis.
Keep writing even if you know that you can do better - leave the improvements until you come to write the
next draft. There have been countless great essays written, only to be derailed by vague, weakly worded
conclusions. Keep in mind that whatever problems arose in shorter, less complex documents will increase and
multiply in a longer, more sophisticated piece of work. You can find professional language editors via the
websites of publishers of academic journals such as Emerald and Springer. Before writing an essay, make sure
you have a solid understanding of basic grammar. Ensure your language is concise. See our page: Academic
Referencing for more information. Your supervisor may be willing to help you with this aspect of your
writing, or he or she may be able to suggest someone who can.


